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The Biology of Arthropods.

i,,L

2001. ISBN 1-930527-21-7. Running

time: 25 minutes. Gradelevel: 8 and
up. $55.

The Biology of Chordates.
2001. ISBN 1-930527-89-6. Running
time: 18 minutes. Gradelevel: 8 and
up. $55.

The Biology of Lakes, Ponds,
and Wetlands. 2001. ISBN 1930527-67-5. Runningtime:30 minutes. Gradelevel:8 and up. $65.
The Biology of Seashores. 2001.
ISBN 1-930527-68-3. Running time:
30 minutes. Grade level: 8 and up.

The Biology of Arthropods
explainswhy this phylumis the most
successful branch of animal life. The
arthropodsmake up the largest percent of the Earth'sbiomass,as well as
having the greatest number of
species. This video discusses every
class of the group, including
Crustaceans, Chelicerates, and
Uniramians.It does an excellentjob
of showing diversity within each
group, as well as explaining how to
tell one species fromanother.

The Biology of Chordates continues
with an excellentsurveyof this
$65.
phylum and never lets the viewerforThe Light Microscope. 2001.
get what it takes to be considered a
ISBN 1-930527-99-3. Running time:
chordate. This tape begins with the
16 minutes. Grade level: 8 and up.
evolution of chordates. Then, the
$55.
invertebratetunicates are discussed.
The
hagfishes,cartilageand bony fishStudyguides for all videos can be
and
es,
finallythe tetrapodsare mendownloadedat www.eBioMEDIA.com.
tioned in enough detail to support
any biology curriculum.At each section, the narratortells about the speis a Pr-ofessorof Science in the
cial adaptations each group has for
JOSE VAZQUTEZ
General Studies Progranmat New York
livingwhere it does.
University. He holds an undergraduate
degreefrom the University of Puerto Rico
and a graduate degreefronm
the Universityof
Pennsylvania. His teaching experience
ranges from elementary school to college
level. His predominantpassion in education
is teaching science (particularlygenetics) to
gifted students. His addressis: Shimkin Hall
327, NYU, 50 W 4th St., New York, NY
10012; e-mail:jrv2(@nyu.edu.
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The Biology of Lakes, Ponds,
and Wetlands is part of the ecology
unit in this series of videos. This is an
excellent assessment of the different
types of freshwaterhabitats and the
organisms that live in each one.
Whether discussing the weedy shallows, the open water (like lakes), or
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The "Biology Of' Series (19 titles).
Biomedia Associates. PO Box 1234,
Beaufort,SC 29901-1234. (877) 6615355. www.eBioMEDIA.com. Full
series availablefor $880.00.

The "BiologyOf"series is a collection of videos that examinesthe naturalhistoriesand taxonomiesof a wide
array of organisms that inhabit the
Earth.With astoundingphotography
and in-depth narration,this set provides an excellent resourcefor teachers wanting to introduce a new phylum or ecosystem to their students.
Each video discusses all the major
groupings or habitats and shows, in
detail, what their representative
organismslook like.

the mystery of vernal pools, this
tape does an unbelievablejob in
holding the viewer'sattentionwith
superbphotography.

The Light Microscope is a collection of computer-generated
graphics and live pictures that
show how to use a microscope.
Aftera brief explanationof the history of the invention,this tape goes
on to discuss the discovery scope
and then the compound light
microscope. It explains, in detail,
how to adjust the focus, calculate
the magnification,and modify the
iris diaphragm. It shows how to
increase contrast and use oil
immersionlenses. This tape finishes with a music video with scenes
of differentfreshwaterand marine
microorganisms.Emphasizingthat
light is the key to good viewing,
this tape would be an excellent
introduction to any biology class
needing to have a "windowon the
microcosm."
This series of videotapes provides a wide variety of topics that
would enhance any biology course.
While the price is a bit costly for
the set, each tape alone could be
purchasedon an "asneeded"basis
over time.
For a review of three other
tapes in this series, see the August
2001 reviewby Vazquez.
Jeff Sack
ValleyRegionalHS
Deep River,CT 06417

HUMAN
EVOLUTION&
PALEOANTHROPOLOGY

and a comprehensivelist of references. Each lesson plan indicates
the position within the curriculum
where the activitycan be included.
The exercises are very thorough in
their scope and I only regret that
they only have three activitiesavailable.

Becoming
Human.
(2001).
Instituteof HumanOrigins,Arizona
State University, CLAS. PO Box
874101, Tempe, AZ 85287-4101;
web:www.becominghuman.org.

But there is more. The site also
includes Becoming Human: The
Documentary which has the following system requirements:

The first exercise, Chromosome
Connections, allows students to
match up chromosomes to determine which primate is our closest
livingrelative.Studentshaveto drag
different chromosomes to match
the human counterpartsdisplayed
on the screen. In addition to providing a great recognitionexercise,
students can familiarizethemselves
with chromosome anatomy. In
BuildingBodies,bones are mixed up
and the student needs to find the
rightfit as they build up a skeleton.
This exercise provides an explanation as the bones arebeing connected. It requiresgreatvisual accuracy
and puzzle-solving skills. The last
exercise,Calculating Cousins, allows
students to build a phylogenetic
tree.A brief history of the hominid
family tree is given as the student
completesthe activity.

fossil of paleoanthropology.In addition, some prominentscientists are
interviewedsuch as Ian Tattersall,
the renownedcuratorin anthropology at the American Museum of
NaturalHistory in New York City.
Given
its
interdisciplinary
approach,this documentaryis easily applicable to an anthropology
unit.

* MacromediaFlash Player
This web site on human evolu* High Speed Connection
tion recentlylaunchedThe Learning
Center- a series of interactiveactiv* 64 MBRam.
ities and lesson plans recommendThe documentary is divided
ed for grades 6 through 12 but
into
the following sections:
which can easily be adapted for
otherlevels as well. The site features Prologue, Evidence, Anatomy,
Lineages,and Culture.Eachsection
three first-rateexercises, thus providing one of the most stimulating can be viewed separately. The narration is done by Dr. Donald
activities in evolution ever proJohanson,the famous scientistwho
duced.

Lesson plans can be downloaded and they include a background information section, an
activity packet, a page of cutouts,

discovered Lucy - the benchmark

Additional features include
"Newsand Views"which providesa
comprehensivelist of references,a
subscriptionlink to receiveperiodic
updates, and additional links to
related topics. For those educators
who want to engage their students
in the fascinatingtopic of evolution,
this is the place to begin the adventure and the excitement that the
study of human evolutioncan bring
to a life science curriculum.
Jose Vdizquez
GeneralStudies Program
New YorkUniversity
New York,NY 10012
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The Biology of Seashores
explores the oceans as an ecologist.
It delves into how organisms are
adapted to live in their environment, how they reproduce, and
how they have evolved to be what
they are. This tape examines the
biotic and abiotic factors of ocean
survival,as well as the differentsalt
water areas of the rocky shore, the
sandy beach, and mudflats and
estuaries. This tape was superior
and would be an excellent introduction to a marinebiology course.
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